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Issledovanie neytronovodnykh sistem:

Metody rascheta i eksperiment

Investigation of Neutron Guide Systems:

Analysis Techniques and an Experiment

Valeriy Alekseyevich Kudryashev

A General Overview of This Study

Topicality of the subject matter. During the past two decades, reflecting

neutron guides have enjoyed extensive use relative to the shaping and ejection of

neutron beams. The interest exhibited in these devices is due to the fact that

curved neutron guides ensure the ejection of strong beams considerable distances

from a reactor while simultaneously suppressing the i^-quantum and fast—neutron

ambience in a vigorous manner. In addition, these neutron guides afford the

opportunity of positioning a great many physical apparatuses along a single reactor

channel, which significantly expands both the reactor's experimental capabilities

and the scope of the research that can be conducted through the use of neutron

beams. Here, mention should be made of the use of polarizing neutron guides to

generate strong neutron beams with a high degree of polarization.

It has been shown in a number of works that actual neutron guides possess

neutron-flux losses which are unevenly distributed across the spectrum. The

magnitude of the losses observed experimentally is appreciable. In this vein, the

spectrum—wide integral loss factors noted for ILL neutron guides in Grenoble

reached values of 2.5 and 3.2 for nonthermal and thermal neutrons, respectively.

The loss factor is defined as the ratio of the fluxes of an ideal neutron guide (one

that has no losses) and an actual neutron guide. This constitutes the source of

current interest in the investigation of neutron guide systems for the purpose of

reducing losses and increasing the intensity of of ejected beams over a

predetermined region of the spectrum. The reduction of losses is of especially vital

importance as concerns high-flux reactors. In this vein, for example, each 10% loss

reduction achieved in the thermal neutron guides installed on a reactor with a



starting flux density of 1015 neutrons (n) per square centimeter (cm2) per second

(sec) results in a flux increase at the neutron guide outlet of approximately 108

n/cm2 • sec. Eveii in the presence of a neutron guide cross-section on the order of

10 cm*, supplemental intensity comes to 109 n/sec. Under conditions of a low

ambience, a beam of this intensity that has a high degree of collimation takes on

singular importance. The theoretical calculation of losses (see B. Alefeld's Report

JM-294-NP, KFA, Jiilich, 1965 and V. V. Kornilov's Preprint No. R1S-80-496 of

the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, Dubna, 1980) yields understated values.

The reasons behind this difference in calculated and experimental magnitudes

remains unclear to date. Therefore, both the performance of systematic

investigations into the phenomenon of total reflection and the development of

criteria and techniques for calculating the optimum geometry of neutron guides

based on these criteria become essential.

The goals of the work at hand were: the in—depth study of the specific

characteristics of the physical processes associated with the total reflection of

neutrons from actual reflective coatings; the study of the process whereby neutrons

transit a nonideal image channel with allowance for the aforementioned

characteristics, and; the development of physical criteria and techniques for

calculating the optimum geometry of a neutron-guide-source system based on the

laws found to govern this transit process.

Research Innovations

1. The diffuse scattering that accompanies the total reflection of neutrons

from actual reflective coatings was studied. It was shown that diffuse scattering

constitutes the physical process which is responsible for the reflection factor, R,

differing from unity when multiple reflections are present.

2. The angular dependence of the depolarization factor, b±, was measured

during the total reflection of neutrons from an FeCo + TiGd polarizing layer. It

was found that the depolarization phenomenon limits the value of the beam

polarization ratio in a polarizing neutron guide.

3. Based on the results obtained in the area of total reflection, a technique

was proposed for the analysis of actual neutron guide systems and physical criteria

were formulated for the optimization of such systems. The subject technique was



verified on a commercially manufactured full—scale model of the neutron guide used

on the PIK reactor, which had a length of 19.2 meters (m) and which was installed

on the 9th channel of a VVR—M reactor. This neutron guide is not inferior to the

best models produced abroad as far as neutron—related physical characteristics.

4. The existence of a dependence between the reflection factor for a periodic

multilayer structure, R , and this structure's period was established experimentally.

The practical significance of the results obtained. The data that were

forthcoming relative to total reflection made it possible to more accurately define

the process whereby neutrons transit the image channel of a neutron guide and to

propose an analysis technique which links outgoing spectral fluxes to the actual

characteristics of the reflective coatings used, to the geometry of—an to any

imperfections in—the image channel, and to the dimensions and relative position of

the neutron source. Using the proposed analysis technique, the following were

optimized.

— A physical model of a neutron guide for the PIK reactor, which had a

length of t = 19.2 m and a cross-section of S = 1 x 9 cm2. A flux density of 4> =

1.5 • 10 s n/cm2 • sec was obtained. This neutron guide was used during experiments

involving the reverse time—of—flight technique (see A. Tiitta's Reverse Neutron

TOF Diffractometer, VVT-27,1980).
— A neutron guide system for the PIK reactor. Integral fluxes and their

spectral distributions were found. The PIK reactor channels on which the subject

neutron guides are to be installed were optimized.

— A polarizing neutron guides with parameter values of I = 3.78 m and 5

= 0.2 x 6 cm2. A flux density of $ = 7 • 107 n/cm2 • sec was obtained in the

presence of a beam polarization on the order of P > 0.95. This neutron guide was

used during experiments aimed at detecting the effects of the nonconservation of

parity in the presence of strong interactions.

The author defends the following positions.
1. An_experimental apparatus has been created for use in investigating the

total reflection of neutrons from polarizing and nonpolarizing coatings.

2. The neutron-related optical characteristics of a number of Cu, Ni, 58Ni,
and FeCo + TiGd reflective coatings, as well as of "Ni-Ti superreflective coatings,
have been obtained experimentally. Diffuse scattering has been studied and the
influence that such scattering exerts upon the magnitude of the reflection factor



associated with total reflection has been explained. The angular dependence of the

depolarization factor, b±, which determines the peak value of the polarization ratio

in polarizing devices, has been found for the FeCo + TiGd polarizing coating.

3. Physical criteria and techniques have been developed for use in analyzing

the optimum geometry of a neutron guide-source system.

4. Using the techniques developed, the following neutron guides have been

created and optimized.

— a polarizing neutron guide with a length of I = 3.78 m, a cross—section of

5N = 0.2 x 6 cm2, a flux density at the outlet of $H = 7.0 • IV n/cm2 • sec, and a

polarization of P > 95%;

— a physical model of a neutron guide for the PIK—type reactor, having a

length of I = 19.2 m, a cross—section of S = 1 x 9 cm2, and an outgoing flux

density of $ = 1.15 • 108 n/cm2 • sec, and;

— neutron guides for the PIK reactor and the reactor channels on which

these guides are installed.

Approval of Principal Results n̂ j Publication

The bulk of the materials contained in this dissertation were discussed at the

5th All—Union Conference on Neutron Physics (Kiev, 1980), at four All—Union

Conferences on the Coordination of Research Work and the Use of Nuclear Test

Reactors (Obninsk, 1976; Sverdlovsk, 1978; Tashkent, 1980; Alma-Ata, 1982), and

at the All—Union Working conference on the Use of Neutrons When Conducting

Research in the Field of Solid-State Physics (Gatchina, 1983). These materials

were also considered at the physics seminars held by the Neutron Research

Laboratory of the B. P. Konstantinov Leningrad Regional Institute of Nuclear

Physics, the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, and the Joint

Institute of Nuclear Research. Numerous works have appeared [1—13J which

embrace the subject area covered by this dissertation, a list of which is appended to

the author's abstract. Based on the results obtained, polarizing neutron guides have

been created and are currently in operation at the Joint Institute of Nuclear

Research in the city of Dubna and at the Institute of Metal Physics in the city of

Sverdlovsk.



The structure and size of the dissertation. The subject dissertation consists
of an introduction, four chapters, and conclusions. The contents of this work,
including 40 illustrations, 4 tables, and a bibliography with 79 citations, occupy 114
pages.

The Contents of the Work Under Discussion

In the introduction, the topicality of the subject matter is addressed and the

present-day understanding of the phenomenon of total neutron reflection and

neutron guide operating principles is explored. The causes behind neutron flux

losses are explained and loss values are listed. A brief overview of loss allowance

techniques is presented and the variance that exists between calculated and

experimentally observed loss values examined. The goal of the dissertation paper is

defined and the results undergoing defense are briefly discussed.

The first chapter is devoted to the statement of the physical principles

governing the phenomenon of total neutron reflection from a planar

vacuum—medium boundary, a discussion of the physical operating principles of the

neutron guide, and the evaluation of the neutron guide's principal neutron—related

physical characteristics. The most important experimental and analytical results

obtained with respect to neutron guides are presented and these results are

examined on the basis of the requirements imposed by physical experimentation.

This chapter is of a review nature.

The principle governing neutron guide operation is based on the phenomenon

of total neutron reflection. In its physical essence, this phenomenon is similar to

that of total internal reflection observed in the field of optics. However, the

nuclear—related physical properties of most substances are such that a refractive

medium is optically less dense than a vacuum when it comes to neutrons; i.e., a

refractive index on the order of n < 1. It is this fact precisely that makes it possible

to use hollowjmage channels as neutron guides and to anticipate a high level of

efficiency on the part of these neutron guides. The critical angles of total reflection,

6C, for thermal and nonthermal neutrons do not exceed IO-S-IO"2 radians, while the

depth of penetration into a material ranges from 500 to 1,000 A. The smallness of

the aforementioned critical angles and the multiple nature of the reflections

occurring within a neutron guide imposes demanding requirements on the



observance of the requisite image channel geometry and image channel surface

quality. These requirements are satisfied to the greatest extent possible in glass

neutron guides that consist of separate optical sections. A small depth of

penetration makes it possible to use thin reflective coatings—particularly those

made from Ni and 58Ni—in an image channel, since such coatings possess the

highest possible critical angles.

The presence of magnetic moment near a neutron and its interaction with a

magnetic medium results in a spin—dependent refractive index. This factor has been

successfully brought into play relative to the creation of a high-efficiency polarizing

coating (see G. M. Drabkin, Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Physics, Vol.

69, No. 12, 1976, pp. 1916—1919). Using a coating of this type, polarizing neutron

guides have been developed (see A. F. Shchebetov's Dissertation in Search of the

Scientific Degree of Candidate of the Technical Sciences, Leningrad, 1978).

Critical angles of total reflection, 0C, determine the solid angle of acceptance

of neutrons from a source, Q—the aperture of a neutron beam within a neutron

guide. For this reason, flux density at the neutron guide outlet is proportional to a

Q parameter value of Q = A6%. An increase in the Q aperture value and,

consequently, in the outgoing flux can be obtained through the use of

superreflectors (see A. G. Gukasov, Letters to the Journal of Experimental and

Theoretical Physics, Vol. 3, No. 3, 1977, pp. 130-134), as well as through the use of

a neutron guide profile that is variable in accordance with the logarithmic spiral law

(see Ye. M. Korotkikh, Preprint No. 40 of the B. P. Konstantinov Leningrad

Regional Institute of Nuclear Physics, Leningrad, 1973). However, the ft aperture

value remains small in all instances and it is this value which makes the use of

neutron guides during experiments involving high angular resolution advantageous.

Appreciable neutron—flux losses, unevenly distributed across the ejected

neutron spectrum, are observed in actual neutron guides (see V. V. Kornilov,

Preprint No. R18-80-496 of the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, Dubna, 1980;

Neutron Beam Facilities at the HFR, Part II, Grenoble, 1973). The causes behind

these losses remain unexplained to date.

It follows from an analysis of existing data on total neutron reflection, as well

as from the correlation of experimental data on neutron guides, that a number of

physical processes occur on actual reflective surfaces which, under certain

conditions, lead to a significant decrease in the effective reflection factor and in



critical angles. These physical phenomena include low—angle neutron scattering,

spontaneous and induced magnetization, etc. The subject phenomena have been

inadequately studied with respect to thin reflective coatings.

Neutron guides have enjoyed extensive use on test reactors. The HFR

reactor in the city of Grenoble is representative of this. Ten neutron guides are

present along this reactor's two horizontal channels, each of which accommodates

2-4 physical apparatuses (see Neutron Research Facilities at the HFR ILL,

Grenoble, 1975). Whenever neutron guides are used, specific and quite rigorous

requirements are imposed. In this vein, for example, the requirements imposed

upon the "Membrana" diffractometer (see M. M. Agamalyan's The "Membrana-IF

Low-Angle Neutron Ddfractometer and the Processing of Experimental Data,

Preprint No. 921 of the B. P. Konstantinov Leningrad Regional Institute of Nuclear

Physics, Leningrad, 1984) for the purpose of realizing its vested potential include:

peak intensity over a neutron wavelength range of A = 2—5 A, a slot—type beam

with a cross-section no smaller than 7 x 60 square millimeters (mm2), high angular

resolution, a low level of ambience that does not exceed 10—15 pulses/hr per

detector (d), and, finally, a high degree of beam polarization. In order to satisfy

these requirements, it is necessary to have a thorough knowledge of the precise

relationship that exists between the an outgoing spectral flux and the geometry and

imperfection of the image channel, the actual characteristics of the reflective

coatings used, and the size and relative position of the neutron source.

Taking the aforegoing into account, the goals of the dissertation study at

hand were defined as follows:

to conduct an in-depth investigation into the specific characteristics of the

physical processes associated with the total reflect. * of neutrons from actual

high-quality reflective coatings; to pinpoint the process of neutron transit along a

nonideal image channel with allowance for neutron characteristics, and; to develop

physical criteria and techniques for use in calculating the optimum geometry of a

neutron guide-source system based on the transit process regularities found.

In the second chapter, the results and a procedure for the physical

investigation of the total reflection of neutrons from the most promising reflective

coatings—Cu, Ni, 5»Ni, and FeCo + TiGd—and superreflectors are discussed. In

order to facilitate this research, an experimental apparatus was put together in

accordance with the classical time-of-flight analysis scheme, combined with the



technique of double reflection on polarized neutrons. The intensity of the "white"

beam, which had a divergence of 1' and a cross-section of 0.25 x 25 mm3, came to
2.2 • 103 n / 8 e c i n the presence of a degree of polarization on the order of P > 0.99.

Parallel and antiparallel neutron spin orientations (the "light" and "dark" positions)
relative to the guide field, H, were brought about by a spin flipper with a flip

probability o f /= 0.9993 ± 0.0001.

For the purpose of explaining the differences observed in the Ro reflection

coefficient's numerical values (see D. Bally, Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 33, No. 9, 1962,

pp. 916-919 and B. Alefeld, Neutronenleiter. Report Jiil-294-NP, KFA, Jiilich,

1965), an in-depth study of the angular distribution of reflected intensity was

undertaken. The subject distribution for a S8Ni layer with a thickness of d = 3,400

A is depicted in Fig. 1 in coordinates reflecting the dependence of ^»/ upon Q2.

Fig. 1. Dependence of Jnl upon Q3 for a 58Ni layer.

a — test configuration; b — total reflection core;
1 — curve reflecting scattering in the pretence of
an external field with an intensity of H < 0.3 oer-

steds (Oe); 2 and 3 — scattering at the "light" and
"dark1* position in the presence of an intensity value

on the order of # = 500 Oe

Here, Q = 2*(0s-0j:)/a, where the 0S and 9Z parameters are explained in Fig. la,

while X denotes the mean wavelength of the reflected neutrons, which is X — 2.74 A.

It is apparent from this illustration that diffuse scattering is observed in addition to

the central specular reflection peak. The angular range of this diffuse scattering

exceeds 2$c for X. The cause behind the subject physical phenomenon consists of

the low—angle scattering of neutrons on the microstructure of the reflective layer's



surface. Integral intensity with respect to Q corresponds, with a high degree of

accuracy, to the unit reflection factor. The diffusely scattered intensity value for an

Ni layer range from 5 to 7%. It is clear from the curves obtained that the effective

Ro parameter value associated with single reflection is determined by the receiving

aperture of the detector; however, in the case of multiple reflections within a

neutron guide, the value of this parameter is dependent upon successive glancing

angles. As the estimation process demonstrates, characteristic surface

microroughness size comes to rs 2 250 A in the reflective layer plane and is an order

smaller with respect to height.

Magnetic heterogeneities in a reflective layer—domains—lead to another

physical phenomenon that is important to neutron guides. In this vein, the domains

in place in an FeCo + TiOd polarizing coating cause a depolarization effect (see

Yu. G. Abov's Polarized Slow Neutrons, Atomizdat Publishing House, Moscow,

1966, pp. 22—27) which limits the degree of beam polarization in a polarizing

neutron guide. This depolarization effect was studied via the multiple reflection

technique. The experimental dependences of the polarization ratio, R'a, upon the

glancing angle, 0 , in a polarization analyzer axe depicted in Fig. 2a. The b±

t..

v-
t

I

«' *>.min
—r •-

*'
Fig. 2. a — the dependences of the polarization ratio

upon glancing angle, where the curve number corresponds
to reflection frequency in the analyzer; b — dependence

of the depolarization factor upon glancing angle

depolarization factors found from these R'u dependences are presented in Fig. 26.

The R'a and fct parameter values cited were obtained for an FeCo + TiGd

polarizing coating located in a magnetic field with an intensity of H = 500 Oe.

Here, FeCo layer magnetization, ascertained by means of experimental critical angle

data, reached 99 ± 1.5% of the saturation value. The estimation of the magnetic

domain size values in FeCo which ensure the depolarization observed under the



specified conditions yields a value of rd > 10T A (given FeCo and TiGd layer

thickness values of 1,800 A and 7,000 A, respectively). Magnetic domains also

explain the broadening of the principal total reflection peak (see Fig. 16). The

broadening observed in neutron guides alters the glancing angles of the neutron

trajectories, which ultimately results in neutron flux losses.

With respect to multilayer superreflectors, it should be noted that, as curves

1 and 2 in Fig. 3 demonstrate, a difference exists between theoretical and

1.0
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0.4

0.2

c
1

J

V

A
/

/
i

ft*-

200 600

Fig. 3. Dependences of the A(Ax) reflection factor upon Ax,
where Ax = A/#i denotes a parameter called "perpendicular11

wavelength:

1 and 2 — theoretical and experimental dependences, re-
respectively, for superreflectors based on 58Ni-Ti; 3 and 4
— experimental dependences for 58Ni and Ni, respectively

experimental values, depending upon the iZ(Ax) reflection factor. Here, the greatest

difference is observed in the region where the R(\±) curves decline and is

determined by layers with a small thickness value on the order of d < 80 A.

Nevertheless, the 1.4- to 1.5-fold broadening of the total reflection region as

compared to 5»Ni makes it possible to bring existing superreflectors into play in

neutron guides for the purpose of increasing the outgoing flux. The R(X±)

dependences for S8Ni and Ni are represented by curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 3. Using

these curves, an effective reflection factor of Ro = 0.97 is obtained in the presence of

a detector aperture on the order of flD 3.3 • 10"3 and in the presence of critical

angles s 2% smaller than the tabular values.

10



Thus, the phenomenon of the total reflection of neutrons from high-quality

reflective surfaces has been investigated experimentally. The principal

neutron—related optical characteristics of these surfaces have been ascertained, as

have the characteristics of the physical processes which decrease an outgoing flux

and the extent of polarization at the neutron guide outlet.

The third chapter is devoted to the question of neutron transit through a

nonideal image channel. The problem of a three-dimensional neutron guide is

broken down into two plane problems, the resolution of which is based on the use of

the Maier—Leibnitz technique (see H. Maier—Leibnitz, Journal of Nuclear Energy,

No. 17, 1963, pp. 217—225). In order to augment this technique, the neutron

trajectory distribution density function is found and introduced by way of the inlet

coordinate and the glancing angle to the reflective surface. Any deviations in a

neutron guide's reflecting walls from the ideal geometry are taken into account in an

approximation of the normal (Gaussian) law governing the distribution of such

deviations. A probabilistic examination of the process of neutron transit along a

nonideal image channel demonstrated that an increase in the mean values, m,,, of

the glancing angles, $n, and their dispersions, Dn[6n], takes place for each trajectory

from reflection to reflection. An increase in glancing angles and their scattering

primarily occurs due to the microwaviness of the reflecting walls and the broadening

of the central reflection peak during each instance of reflection. Here, diffuse

scattering is roughly reduced to an intensity loss that corresponds to a right—hand

diffuse wing (see Fig. 1); i.e., to the loss of those neutrons which appreciably

increase glancing angles. The examination conducted defined the process of neutron

transit along the image channel of a neutron guide in an exceedingly more accurate

manner and linked the spectral flux at the outlet of a circumferentially curved

neutron guide to its geometric parameters, including the nonideality, relative

position, and size of the source's radiating surface, and to an B{Xx) reflection factor

of any fixed type. The subject technique can be used both to determine the output

characteristics of .neutron guides with a fixed geometry and to search for an

optimum neutron guide and source geometry when fixed requirements are imposed

upon the neutron beam.

In the fourth chapter, a procedure for conducting neutron—related physical

research on neutron guide-source systems and the results emanating from such

research are discussed. Three types of neutron guides—polarizing neutron guides

11



with lengths of I = 5.04 m and I = 3.78 m, eight versions of model neutron guides

with a length of I = 201 millimeters (mm), and a physical model of a neutron guide

for the PIK reactor, having a 58Ni reflective coating and a length of I = 19.2

m—were studied theoretically and experimentally.

The successful use of the first polarizing neutron guides produced by the

B. P. Konstantinov Leningrad Regional Institute of Nuclear Research, which had a

degree of outgoing beam polarization on the order of P > 96%, demonstrated the

high efficiency of FeCo—TiGd polarizing reflectors. While the geometric dimensions

of these first neutron guides differed considerably [1,470 x 30 x 1.6 cubic millimeters

(mm3) at p = 130 m and 5,040 x 60x8.5 mm3 at p = 310 m], the density of the fluxes

observed at their outlets proved to be roughly identical: $N = 1.5—1.7 • 107 n/cm2 •

sec. The question naturally arose: can a higher flux density be obtained at the

neutron guide outlet using the same reflective coatings? The use of techniques for

properly analyzing and optimizing the geometry of a neutron guide and a collimator

in a horizontal reactor channel made it possible to ascertain the neutron guide

geometry (3,/so x 60 x 2 mm3, p = 675 m, and a conical collimator) at which the

anticipated flux exceeds by 4 times the flux density value observed in previous

neutron guides. The experimental value, obtained through the use of the activation

technique, proved to be $„ = 7 • 107 n/cm2 • sec in the presence of an anticipated

value on the order of $ = 5.8 • 10T n/cm2 • sec. Subsequent analytical and

experimental research conducted on eight versions of model neutron guides with a

length of I = 210 mm and a cross-section of 5 = 30 x 0.16 mm2 confirmed that the

subject analysis technique correctly reflects the process of neutron transit through a

neutron guide. This technique makes satisfactory allowance for all the factors which

determine the value of the neutron flux observed at the outlet of neutron guides

with reflecting walls that have a complex type of reflection factor. The conclusion

was simultaneously reached that it is possible to increase a flux at the neutron guide

outlet by roughly 1.5-2.0 times through the use of ready-made superreflectors.

The most interesting results emanated from an investigation of the neutron

guide-source system to be used on a physical model of a neutron guide for the PIK

reactor. Here, the optimization procedure applied to the outgoing flux peak took

into account each of 6 independent attenuation parameters for a neutron flux in the

vertical and horizontal projections of the neutron guide. The calculated and

experimentally measured spectra for the version of this neutron guide which was

12



found to be optimum and the positioning of the subject neutron guide along the
horizontal reactor channel are depicted in Fig. 4. Satisfactory agreement was

Fig. 4. Spectral distribution of a neutron flux
and total losses at the outlet of a physical model

solid curve — the calculated spectrum; • — the
experimental spectrum; A — distribution of total

losses as a function of wavelength, A

obtained between the calculated and experimental total flux values (1.35 • 108

n/cm2 • sec and 1.15 • 10s n/cm2 • sec), as well as between the spectral distributions

of the calculated and experimental total fluxes. The total loss coefficient, K£, for

the neutron flux of the subject physical model is equal to 60%. The distribution of

losses, Kn(X), as a function of wavelength, A, is depicted in Fig. 4 (here, the loss

coefficient is determined using the formula Kn(\) = [$»(A) - $H(A)]/$,(A), where

#a(A) denotes the maximum possible flux density value associated with the total

absence of losses).

It follows from an analysis of the losses for this physical model that the

valley of the Kn(\) curve must be found at a value of A, as 1.2 A. During the

variation of the A parameter value, an increase in losses must be observed either to

the right or to the left of the A, parameter value due to an increase in the number of

reflections for the corresponding neutrons. As is apparent from Fig. 4, this

predicted loss curve behavior has been well confirmed experimentally.

13



Total losses in a neutron guide arise for a number of reasons. The various
causes behind the attenuation of a neutron flux are not, to any proximate extent,
dependent upon one another. The individual factors involved in attenuation, fj,
that were taken into account during the optimization of the subject physical model
of a neutron guide for the PIK reactor are depicted in Fig. 5 in i and y projections.

Attenuation factors

Fig. 5. The factors involved in attenuation, t\,
in the z and y projections of the PIK neutron

guide are caused by:
tg — changes in the boundary wavelength, As, of

the reflecting walls; Ux. and Ui — "steps" and
slots where the optical sections abut; Uo — the

finite dimensions of the source; flt0 — losses due
to diffuse scattering, and; ty£ — losses due to
image channel deviations from the ideal shape

It is apparent from this illustration that the major causes behind the losses

occurring in the subject physical model are: k,E — the deviation of the image

channel from its predetermined shape; Uo — the boundedness of the dimensions of

the neutron source (the reactor channel floor) in the vertical plane; tsi —

nonreflective slots, and; tR — diffuse scattering during total reflection from the

neutron guide's walls. The total neutron flux at the physical model's outlet reached

a value of 1 • 10" n/sec in the presence of a cadmium ratio on the order of Red - >

104-105. The high level of agreement achieved between the calculated parameter

values and the values measured on a commercially manufactured neutron guide

demonstrated the efficacy of the techniques used to analyze and optimize the subject

physical model in the area of an outgoing flux peak. The capabilities of the 58Ni

coating were fully realized in the image channel and a lower neutron-flux total loss
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value was attained than has been observed in the best neutron guides produced

abroad.

The next example of the use of the analysis and optimization techniques

under discussion is the neutron guide system of the PIK reactor. An identical

vertical channel cross-section, 5V = 200 x 30 mm2, was selected for all of the PIK's

neutron guides. The optimum length and curvature was found for these neutron

guides, with their integral and spectral fluxes at the outlet being calculated. A

length which ensured an S-shaped geometry with a double band was chosen for 2

neutron guides, thereby guaranteeing the highest possible degree of short—wave

neutron suppression. The optimization of the reactor channels on the these

neutrons guides are to be installed was also carried out.

Conclusions Drawn From the Results Obtained From This Dissertation Study

1. It has been shown that the total losses incurred in actual neutron guide

systems made from glass with high-quality optical polishing reach a level of 70%

(3.2-fold attenuation) for thermal neutrons and 60% for nonthermal neutrons.

Losses are determined by a number of the physical processes that accompany the

total reflection of neutrons, as well as by image channel nonideality and bounded

source (reactor channel floor) dimensions.

2. An experimental apparatus has been created for use in studying the total

reflection of neutrons from polarizing and nonpolarizing coatings. In this apparatus,

the classical time-of-flight technique in combined with the technique of double

reflection on polarized neutrons. Here, beam divergence does not exceed a value of

A $ < 1' in the presence of a degree of polarization on the order of P > 0.99.

3. The neutron—related optical characteristics of a number of reflective

coatings—Cu, Ni, 58Ni, and FeCo + TiGd—as well as of superreflective coatings

based on 58Ni—Ti layers, have been obtained experimentally. Diffuse scattering has

been studied jmd .the influence that such scattering exerts on reflection factor values

in the presence of total reflection has been explained. The angular dependence of

the depolarization factor, 6±, which determines the peak polarization ratio value in

polarizing devices, has been defined for the FeCo polarizing coating.

4. The process of neutron transit along a nonideal image channel has been

more accurately defined via the introduction of a trajectory distribution function
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and the subsequent probabilistic examination of neutron transit. Physical criteria

and techniques have been developed for use in analyzing the optimum geometry of a

neutron guide-source system.

5. Based on the techniques developed, the following neutron guides have

been created and optimized.

— A polarizing neutron guide with a length of I = 3.78 m, a cross—section of

5N = 0.2 x 6 cm2, a flux density at the outlet of $N = 7.0 • 107 n/cm2 • sec, and a

polarization of P > 95%. This neutron guide was used during experiments aimed at

detecting the effects of the nonconservation of parity in the presence of nuclear

interactions.

— A physical model of a neutron guide for the PIK reactor, having a length

of I = 19.2 m, a cross-section of S = 1 x 9 cm2, and an outgoing flux density of $

= 1.15 • 108 n/cm2 • sec. This neutron guide is sued during experiments involving

the reverse time-of—flight technique.

— A neutron guide system for the PIK reactor. Here, integral fluxes and

their spectral distributions were found and the PIK reactor channels on which the

subject neutron guides are to be installed were optimized.
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